She's With Me

Jessica Cunsolo

Jessica Cunsolo’s She’s with Me is a kaleidoscope of modern day teen romance, revenge thriller, and over-the-top excitement. It’s Mean Girls meets Gone Girl meets The Client, as the story twists ...

Telling the truth is sometimes harder than keeping a secret...

Standing out as the new girl is hard enough, but add in Amelia Collins’s dangerous past, and her life depends on sneaking through senior year unnoticed. But when she crashes into the school’s most infamous heartthrob, Aiden Parker, on her first day, she’s suddenly on everyone’s radar, and as Amelia becomes immersed in a new group of friends, keeping a low profile won’t be an option—even if it’s a necessity.

Jessica Cunsolo is a university student from a small town near Toronto, Canada. Her first young adult novel titled She’s With Me, under the name “AvaViolet” has amassed over 100 million reads. It has since won the 2016 Wattys award, The 2016 Fiction Awards “Best Teen Fiction,” and has been published by Hachtte Romans. Jessica enjoys hiking, the outdoors, and trying to sneak her way out of inevitable awkward situations that she can eventually transform into plotlines for her viral stories.
Given

Nandi Taylor

This is Game of Thrones meets Black Panther’s Wakanda for a young adult audience. Through Nandi Taylor’s bold, new voice in fantasy writing, characters and worlds are woven together in self-posse...

He saw his destiny. She saw her duty.

Unable to watch her father waste away from a mysterious illness, fierce warrior Yenni, of the Yirba tribe, sets off for a distant empire. Determined to find a cure for her father, Yenni travels to Cresh, where she comes face to face with culture shock, prejudice, and a brazen shape-shifting dragon, Weysh. As her gods, the Sha, watch and judge, Yenni only has two options: succeed and save her father, or fail and face exile. To complicate her journey, Weysh believes that Yenni is his Given, his destiny—if only he knew that falling in love isn’t part of her plan.

Nandi Taylor is an Canadian writer of Caribbean descent based in Toronto. She’s a two-time Watty award winner and her Wattpad story “Given” has garnered over 1 million reads and earned the 2018 World builders Watty award. Nandi grew up devouring sci-fi and fantasy novels, and from a young age started writing books of her own. Her books are an expression of what she’d always wanted more of growing up—protagonists of African descent in speculative settings. Common themes she writes a...
The Opposite of Falling Apart

Micah Good

Micah Good’s heartwarming story of two young people coming face to face with their problems and finding strength not only in themselves, but in each other, will resonate with young adult readers ...

To get back up, first you have to fall.

After losing his leg in a terrible car accident, Jonas Avery can’t wait to start over and go away to college, where no one knew him before his Great Tragedy. Brennan Davis, on the other hand, would like nothing more than to stay home and go to school, so she can keep her anxiety in check. When the two accidentally meet the summer before they move away, they’ll push each other to come to terms with what’s holding them back even as they’re pulled closer to taking the biggest leap of all—falling in love.

Micah Good has been writing stories on Wattpad since she was a freshman in college. She currently lives in the Midwestern United States, where she’s pursuing a career in nursing. When she’s not writing, she loves dogs, naps, and getting lost in a book, in any order.
Confessions About Colton

Olivia Harvard

Blood is thicker than water in this explosive thriller where *The Glass Castle* crashes into *One of Us Is Lying* by way of *Twin Peaks*. As a young man unravels the mysteries behind the murder of his ...

*In a wild scavenger hunt to catch a murderer, how far would you go to get the answers you need?*

When smart and charismatic teen Colton Crest disappears, his small town jumps to obsessive conclusions about his whereabouts. But when he returns two months later, unharmed, everyone breathes a sigh of relief—until days later, when his best friend, Elliot Parker, discovers Colton’s body, drowned, in the local lake. As Elliot stands in front of the town prepared to give his best friend’s eulogy, he’ll be pulled into a psychological manhunt to track down a killer who’s determined to toy with him at every step.

Olivia Harvard is a 23-year-old university student from Australia. As a writer, her achievements include being a Wattpad Star, three-time Watty award-winner, Wattpad ambassador, and official editor. In between her writing and studies, she enjoys fangirling over pictures of dogs and eating lots of food.
Lab Partners

Mora Montgomery

Mora Montgomery’s debut novel explores the complex and difficult moment of coming out before you’re quite ready to do so, and what it means to fall in love for the first time as a young, gay teen...

Sometimes, it all comes down to chemistry

Unassuming outcast Elliot Goldman is just trying to get through his final year of high school—until he meets his new lab partner, Jordan Hughes. Sweet, charming, and charismatic, Jordan opens Elliot’s eyes to the possibilities around him, and gives him butterflies like nobody’s business. Together they fight high school scrutiny, repel bullies with punk rock, and celebrate who they are in this heartwarming exploration of what it means to fall in love for the very first time.

Raised in a small Michigan town, Mora Montgomery learned early on in her life that she was a bit of an outcast. Instead of trying to blend in with her peers, she embraced what made her different, and dove headfirst into the things she loved. Persistence in her studies earned her a college degree a month before she graduated from high school, and a dedication to music allowed her the freedom to play multiple instruments, and to use her talent to fund her way through college. Montgomery is looking...
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